Asia’s Leading Oil & Gas Event Returns in 2019

The Heart of the Region’s Oil & Gas Establishment

In conjunction with the 17th Asian Oil, Gas & Petrochemical Engineering Exhibition; Oil & Gas Asia 2019 (OGA 2019) will be showcasing the latest technology in the fields of exploration, production and transportation within the Oil, Gas & Petroleum industry.

Located at the centre of the ASEAN market, Malaysia is well-equipped with the fundamental facilities and systems to support the growth of Upstream and Downstream sectors.

Calling all industry professionals and delegates from around the globe to meet at OGA 2019!

OGA 2019 will gather 23,000 trade visitors and 2,000 participating companies from 60 countries/regions. A total of 12 countries are represented under the International Group Pavilions including Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Norway, Scotland, Singapore, South Korea, The Netherlands, UK and USA.
11 international group pavilions will be taking part at OGA 2019. A total of 12 countries are represented under the international group pavilions which includes Australia, China, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Norway, Republic of Korea, Scotland, Singapore, UK, USA and Canada.

AUSTRALIA
The 2019 Australian Pavilion located in Hall 7 will have quality manufacturers and service providers across a broad range of product and service categories. Trust the Australians for Safe, Reliable and Enhanced Product Performance for your Oil & Gas Operations and Projects.

CHINA PRC
Comparing to OGA 2017, there will be a tremendous increase in Chinese exhibitors in OGA 2019. There are more than 35 Chinese companies with a diverse range of capabilities in the Oil & Gas industry, which are located in Halls 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 9.
Exhibiting companies include: ZTT, CNPC GWDC, Wolong, Shanghai Zhenhua, Warom, Atlas Copco, CZ Explosion-proof, Tormin, Dupont, Asoe Hose, Yiqin Trade, Hunan Allianz and others.

FRANCE
Organised by Business France, the French Pavilion located in Halls 4 & 5 will gather 8 companies, all providing innovative services and equipment for the Oil & Gas industry.
We will be glad to welcome you there to meet them. Here are some of the companies at OGA:
- Overpipe
- Exo International
- Georgin
- Latty
- TTK

GERMANY
The German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), the Association of the German Trade Fair Industry, (AUMA) and VDMA German Engineering Federation are supporting the Official German Group Presentation in Hall 9.
For the German industry, business contacts are an important factor to strengthen bi-lateral relations between Malaysia and Germany. VDMA, the German Engineering Federation and its members of more than 3,250 companies are proud to be a reliable partner in the framework of economic relations between Malaysia and Germany. VDMA is the initiating organisation of the German joint presentation at OGA 2019 and a VDMA expert will provide visitors with professional advice at the German Pavilion (Hall 9). In total there are over 40 German companies and 20 of them will be represented at the German Pavilion.

NORTH AMERICA (USA & CANADA)
The North American Pavilion at OGA 2019, located in Halls 4 & 5, will showcase US and Canadian companies each featuring solutions tailored to the Southeast Asian Oil & Gas market. As you look to hit new targets, you won’t want to miss the technologies on display from these respected international firms. Organised and coordinated by Imex Management, the North American Pavilion is truly a can’t-miss portion of OGA 2019.

NORWAY
We give local ideas global opportunities, expresses their foremost ambition. The Royal Norwegian Embassy, Commercial Section assist Norwegian companies in developing ideas, realising their potentials, internationalisation by providing competence, advisory, profiling, promotional & network services.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
The Korea Pavilion at Oil & Gas Asia 2019, will be located in 5 groups separately in Halls 1, 4, 5 & 9, and will showcase over 50 Korean companies featuring innovative services and/or equipment for Asia’s Oil, Gas and Marine industry.
These Korean groups are as follows:
- Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS) at Hall 1, Block 1801
- Korea International Trade Association Ulsan Center (KITAA) at Hall 4, Block 4311
- Korea Measuring Instruments Research Association (KMIRA) at Hall 4, Block 4312
- Busan Marine Equipment Association (BMEA) at Hall 5, Block 5701
- Gyeongnam Marine Equipment Association (GMEA) at Hall 9, Block 9001

SCOTLAND
Scottish Development International (SDI) is part of Scotland’s main enterprise, innovation and investment agency and works to attract investment and knowledge to Scotland in order to help the economy grow. SDI also works to help Scottish companies develop their business overseas while promoting Scotland as a good place to live, work and do business. SDI has a network of offices around the world and provides a wide range of support services covering each phase of international activity, including business mentoring, market intelligence, business location information and investor aftercare.

SINGAPORE
The Singapore Pavilion at OGA 2019 is organised by Association of Singapore Marine Industries (ASMI) and will be located at Hall 4 and Hall 7, showcasing 17 Singapore-based companies with a diverse range of capabilities in marine & offshore and Oil & Gas.
ASMI is a non-profit trade organisation formed in 1968 to promote the interests and advancement of the marine and offshore engineering industry in Singapore.
ASMI represents companies in the business of ship repair, ship conversion, ship building, rig building and offshore engineering. Its membership comprises shipyards, manufacturers and suppliers of marine & offshore equipment and components. ASMI members also include marine & offshore engineering companies, marine consultants and contractors as well as classification societies. The Association has a membership strength of 250 corporate members.
Come visit the Singapore Pavilion at Hall 4 and Hall 7.

THE NETHERLANDS
The Netherlands Pavilion in Hall 1 features a representation of impressive companies working in the Oil, Gas and Offshore Renewables sector, showcasing a wide array of products and services. A visit to the pavilion will swiftly bring you up-to-date with Dutch expertise in the field of cost-efficiency and sustainability.
Exhibitors include:
- Airborne Oil & Gas Ampmann
- Globe Airmotors And Globe Test Equipment
- HIC Iqip Singapore Pte Ltd
- Lankhorst Engineered Products
- SDC Verifier
- Soluforce
- Techno Fysica B.V.
- IRO - The Association of Dutch Suppliers in the Oil and Gas Industry and Offshore
- Renewable Industry
- Netherlands Maritime Technology (NMT)
- Geonil Equipment
- Paradigm Group
- Van Heck

UNITED KINGDOM
Visitors to the EIC National UK Pavilion in Hall 5 (Stand 5011) are sure to find a product or service which can add real value to their operations and projects.
The ten companies exhibiting their wide range of skills and technology, honed over decades of operation are:
- Vulcanic
- Pharos Marine
- Balmoral
- Springtech
- Raytec
- Hubbell & Harsh
- Digital Edge Subsea
- GWEC
- Hi Force Ltd
- Norbar
THE GOVERNMENT AND ASSOCIATIONS FROM RELEVANT INDUSTRIES HAVE RENDERED THEIR SUPPORT IN THE EFFORT TO MAKE OGA 2019 A BIG SUCCESS!

I have no reservations that OGA 2019 will raise the bar once again, as proven in previous instalments. I certainly look forward to OGA 2019 and its role in strengthening Malaysia’s brand in the eyes of foreign investors in the OGE sector and beyond. I congratulate the Organisers and wish them and all participants the best of wishes for a fruitful culmination of OGA 2019.

Datuk Darel Leiking
President
Malaysia OSV Owners’ Association (MOSVA)

Opportunities are endless in this sector. Technological breakthroughs make it possible to develop huge resources. We will always need bright, talented, enthusiastic and young engineers who can face up to the challenges and deliver cost effective and innovative solutions to propel the country forward as the leading O&G hub in the region and ultimately, be the preferred global choice. In this regard, IEM fully supports OGA 2019, a three-day event featuring exhibitions, technical talks and so much more attracting thousands of exhibitors and tens of thousands of visitors.

Ir. David Lai Kong Phooi
President
The Institution of Engineers, Malaysia (IEM)

MOSVA also encourages other sectors’ players, such as the financial institutions, maritime training institutions, shipyards, marine insurance and vessel classification society, which are engaged in or associated with the Oil and Gas industry, to become its associated members. We are truly honoured to support the 17th Asian Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Engineering Exhibition with more attendees and exhibiting companies than any other such show in the region, earning itself the title of the region’s number one O&G show.

Mohamed Safwan Othman
President
Malaysia OSV Owners’ Association (MOSVA)

Events such as the OGA series play a complementary role in ensuring the O&G sector dynamics in Malaysia maintain its competitive edge while cementing the country’s position as a regional O&G hub in Asia. This showcase has grown in leaps and bounds over the years, resulting in the essential regional industry catalyst today, truly deserving of its moniker as the region’s premier Oil & Gas show.

The Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA) is honoured to be part of OGA 2019 once again and will provide our full support towards its successful and fruitful completion.

YBhg. Dato’ Azman Mahmud
Chief Executive Officer of Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA)

At MOCA, our aim is to promote a cohesive working relationship amongst contractors in the Oil & Gas offshore industry. In this regard, we highly applaud the efforts of the Organisers of OGA for once again propping up Malaysia’s reputation as a player in the global Oil & Gas arena.

Ir Hisham Haron
President
Malaysian Offshore Contractors Association (MOCA)

We are honoured to support UBM’s OGA Innovation Awards as we believe innovation can help companies gain competitive advantages. By showcasing the latest innovation in the OGSE landscape, we hope this will help spark companies to develop new products or solutions that will catalyse the industry and contribute to the country’s growth in the near future.

Mohd Yazid Ja’afar
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Malaysia Petroleum Resources Corporation (MPRC)

Hot on the heels of MOGSEC 2018, we are indeed to champion the industry once again by offering our support to OGA 2019. Indeed, OGA 2019 further complements MOGSC’s own efforts to establish greater cooperation and understanding between local industry players through the biennial Malaysian Oil & Gas Services Exhibition and Conference (MOGSEC), which will return in September 2020.

Ts. Sharifah Zaida Nurlisha
President
Malaysian Oil & Gas Services Council (MOGSC)

Events such as the OGA series play a complementary role in ensuring the O&G sector dynamics in Malaysia maintain its competitive edge while cementing the country’s position as a regional O&G hub in Asia. This showcase has grown in leaps and bounds over the years, resulting in the essential regional industry catalyst today, truly deserving of its moniker as the region’s premier Oil & Gas show.

The Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA) is honoured to be part of OGA 2019 once again and will provide our full support towards its successful and fruitful completion.

YBhg. Dato’ Azman Mahmud
Chief Executive Officer of Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA)
OGA Innovation Awards

The inaugural OGA Innovation Awards 2019 jointly organised by MOGSC and MPRC will be held to recognise and honour local companies and individuals who are at the forefront of homegrown innovation. The event is held in conjunction with OGA 2019 placing spotlight on Malaysian Innovation at the International Platform.

International Sourcing Programme (INSP)

International Sourcing Programme (INSP) organised by MATRADE provides a platform for Malaysian companies to meet Oil & Gas international buyers from various countries such as Qatar, U.A.E., Vietnam, Myanmar and Pakistan.

Business Matching Programme (B2B)

A platform for exhibitors and trade visitors to have individual meetings maximising networking opportunities in the Oil & Gas industry.

Trade Delegation Invitation Programme

A special trade invitation programme where individuals and companies in the O&G industry will be invited by the organisers and hosted at the exhibition.

OGA Industry Networking Night (Exhibitors’ Night)

A night for exhibitors and other invited guests to mingle and network.

OGA InTouch 2019 Special Highlights at OGA 2019 to Look Out For!

Subsea UK Conference

Subsea UK Conference gathers all industry professionals and delegates from around the globe to address issues, determine solutions and ideas and to share the latest developments in the Oil & Gas industry.

18 JUNE 2019 Tuesday • Time: TBC

British Malaysian Chamber of Commerce Berhad (BMCC) - Market brief - Doing business in Malaysia

19 JUNE 2019 Wednesday • Time: TBC

NAME OF SPEAKER COMPANY ABSTRACT

Brett Laurenson Rovco Ltd Underwater Robotics Technology and AI

Ian Donald & Ryan Sangster SFM/ Sheffield Case Studies: Subsea field developments using Innovate jumper mounted production enhancement technologies and standardised hardware

John Duffy Forgemasters Exploding Myths about Metal Bashers in the O&G Supply Chain

Calvin Youngman IMES International Electrical and Optical Real Time Subsea Integrity Testing

Industry Talks

Talks and presentations given by Supporting Organisations.

19 JUNE 2019

TIME (hrs) COMPANY TOPIC SPEAKER

1100 - 1115 MATRADE Be a Global Champion with MATRADE: Target Countries, Finance Options, Export Programme Mr Jai Shankar Director O&G, Chemical & Energy Section

1400 - 1415 Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP) Transforming the Oil & Gas Landscape - Enabling Digitalisation through Research Institutions Prof. Ir. Dr. Mohd Shahir Liew Deputy VC of Research & Innovation

Technical Talks

Technical Talks presentation by OGA 2019 Exhibitors. Trade visitors are invited to attend and gain insights from the industry experts.

19 JUNE 2019

TIME (hrs) COMPANY TOPIC SPEAKER

1100 - 1130 Exact Oil & Gas Sdn Bhd Mitigating Risks from Gas Release with CAPEX and OPEX Considerations: Guidance for Improving Gas Detection Probability in Open Areas Mr Edwin Choo Detection Product Group Manager MSA S.E. Asia Pte Ltd

1145 - 1215 Emerging EPC Sdn Bhd Vertical Transportation Solutions for Oil & Gas Projects Mr Tony Whaley Global Segment Manager Industrial O&G, Almกล Group USA Inc

1230 - 1300 Info-Trax Sdn Bhd Cost Reduction & Quality Improvement with Visual Asset Management Mr Frank Thorn Head of Business Unit Offshore/ Energy

1445 - 1515 Eftech International Real-Time Drilling Fluid Monitoring Mr Gerhard Nygaard Business Development Manager BHGE Geophysical Services

1615 - 1645 Goforth Corporation Wireless Load Cells & Centre of Gravity 100% - 99% Mr David Mullard Global Segment Manager BHGE Geophysical Services

20 JUNE 2019

TIME (hrs) COMPANY TOPIC SPEAKER

1100 - 1130 Atlas Copco Gas and Process Turbopumps for Cryogenic Separation in Propane and Butane Dehydrogenation Mr Joseph Lillard Technology Manager BHGE Geophysical Services

1145 - 1215 Milliken Inspection Techniques for Non-metallic Materials Mr Ulrich Schmitz Marketing Manager BHGE Geophysical Services

1230 - 1300 Goforth Corporation Wireless Load Cells & Centre of Gravity (C60) Systems for Safe Lifting Operations Mr Jim Souza Director of Technology BHGE Geophysical Services

1445 - 1515 Eftech International Real-Time Drilling Fluid Monitoring Subsea and Deepwater Repair Solutions Mr Nizam Patel Chief Sales Officer Connector Subsea Solution

as at 7/5/19
## OFFICIAL PROGRAMME OF EVENTS

### 18 June 2019 (Tuesday)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 6.00pm</td>
<td>Exhibition Opening Hours</td>
<td>Hall 1 - 5 (Ground Floor) Hall 7 - 9A (Level 3) Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30am</td>
<td>OGA 2019 Opening Ceremony</td>
<td>Plenary Theatre (Level 3) Exhibitions Halls</td>
<td>All Exhibitors are Cordially Invited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Subsea UK: Market Brief, Doing Business in Malaysia by British Malaysian Chamber of Commerce (BMCC)</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 4</td>
<td>By Registration Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Business Matching - B2B (Exhibitors/VIP and Trade Visitors)</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 5</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00pm - 5.30pm</td>
<td>International Sourcing Programme (INSP) by MATRADE</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 5</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00pm - 9.00pm</td>
<td>OGA Industry Networking Night</td>
<td>Sky Bar, Traders Hotel, Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 19 June 2019 (Wednesday)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 6.00pm</td>
<td>Exhibition Opening Hours</td>
<td>Hall 1 - 5 (Ground Floor) Hall 7 - 9A (Level 3) Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30am - 5.30pm</td>
<td>International Sourcing Programme (INSP) by MATRADE</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 5</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 1.00pm</td>
<td>Conference on Developments in the Sarawak Oil &amp; Gas Industry (Tentative)</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 4.00pm</td>
<td>Industry Talks by MATRADE &amp; UTP</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 1</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Technical Talks &amp; Presentation by Exhibitors</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 2</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Subsea UK Conference</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 4</td>
<td>By Registration Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00pm - 6.00pm</td>
<td>Subsea UK - Networking Reception &amp; Whisky Tasting</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 4</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20 June 2019 (Thursday)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Exhibition Opening Hours</td>
<td>Hall 1 - 5 (Ground Floor) Hall 7 - 9A (Level 3) Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 1.00pm</td>
<td>OGA Innovation Awards Pitching Session</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 4.00pm</td>
<td>Technical Talks &amp; Presentation by Exhibitors</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 2</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 4.00pm</td>
<td>Business Matching Programme (B2B)</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OVERALL FLOOR PLAN VIEW OF OGA 2019

*As at 06/05/2019*
flawless services to all clients. offering excellent quality products and industry valves, with the ultimate goal of As an Italian engineering company we guidelines / Directive. has been approved as per ATEX and IECEx classified under four divisions 1. Electrical Division 4. Instrumentation Division. In line with our focus on offering quality products, designed the manufacture of Explosion proof lighting equipment in India back in 1962. Baliga Lighting innovatively pioneered and designed the manufacture of Explosion proof lighting equipment. We manufacture a diverse range of products classified under four divisions 1. Electrical Products Division 2. Panels Division 3. LPG Division 4. Instrumentation Division. In line with our focus on offering quality products, our fully equipped CNC manufacturing facility is ISO 9001 certified and our product range has been approved as per ATEX and IECEx guidelines / Directive.

3M MALAYSIA SDN BHD 3M is a global science company that never stops inventing. Using 45,000 technology platforms, our integrated team of scientists and researchers work with customers to create breakthrough solutions that power, protect, sense and communicate. Our systems custom-designed to improve quality of life for millions of people all over the world.

ABB MALAYSIA SDN BHD The next frontier for digital technologies... ABB Ability™ ABB is going beyond connectivity to shape the future. With ABB Ability™, our unified cross-industry offerings, customers across the KPIE industry achieve faster and better business decisions, higher productivity and lower outages while reducing risks.

ADVANCE BORNEO ENGINEERING SDN BHD Advance Borneo Engineering Sdn Bhd is a one-stop solution for Pipeline, piping, vessel and tank precommissioning, inspection, maintenance and decommissioning. The company has established track records over the years in underwater pipeline, pipelay, offshore structures, subsea umbilicals, risers and flowlines.

AIRBORNE OIL & GAS Airborne Oil & Gas Thermoplastic Composite Pipe solutions are lightweight, high strength and corrosion resistant and provide cost and weight savings compared to traditional metal production & oil field service applications.

ALIOGAZ KUKUH SDN BHD Aliogaz Kukuh Sdn Bhd, was formed to provide Specialised and Professional Engineering Solutions to the oil & gas, petrochemical and refining industries.

3M Science. Applied to Life. 3M is a global science company that never stops inventing. Using 45,000 technology platforms, our integrated team of scientists and researchers work with customers to create breakthrough solutions that power, protect, sense and communicate. Our systems custom-designed to improve quality of life for millions of people all over the world.

ABB MALAYSIA SDN BHD The next frontier for digital technologies... ABB Ability™ ABB is going beyond connectivity to shape the future. With ABB Ability™, our unified cross-industry offerings, customers across the KPIE industry achieve faster and better business decisions, higher productivity and lower outages while reducing risks.

ADVANCE BORNEO ENGINEERING SDN BHD Advance Borneo Engineering Sdn Bhd is a one-stop solution for Pipeline, piping, vessel and tank precommissioning, inspection, maintenance and decommissioning. The company has established track records over the years in underwater pipeline, pipelay, offshore structures, subsea umbilicals, risers and flowlines.

AIRBORNE OIL & GAS Airborne Oil & Gas Thermoplastic Composite Pipe solutions are lightweight, high strength and corrosion resistant and provide cost and weight savings compared to traditional metal production & oil field service applications.

ALIOGAZ KUKUH SDN BHD Aliogaz Kukuh Sdn Bhd, was formed to provide Specialised and Professional Engineering Solutions to the oil & gas, petrochemical and refining industries.

3M Science. Applied to Life. 3M is a global science company that never stops inventing. Using 45,000 technology platforms, our integrated team of scientists and researchers work with customers to create breakthrough solutions that power, protect, sense and communicate. Our systems custom-designed to improve quality of life for millions of people all over the world.

ABB MALAYSIA SDN BHD The next frontier for digital technologies... ABB Ability™ ABB is going beyond connectivity to shape the future. With ABB Ability™, our unified cross-industry offerings, customers across the KPIE industry achieve faster and better business decisions, higher productivity and lower outages while reducing risks.

ADVANCE BORNEO ENGINEERING SDN BHD Advance Borneo Engineering Sdn Bhd is a one-stop solution for Pipeline, piping, vessel and tank precommissioning, inspection, maintenance and decommissioning. The company has established track records over the years in underwater pipeline, pipelay, offshore structures, subsea umbilicals, risers and flowlines.

AIRBORNE OIL & GAS Airborne Oil & Gas Thermoplastic Composite Pipe solutions are lightweight, high strength and corrosion resistant and provide cost and weight savings compared to traditional metal production & oil field service applications.

ALIOGAZ KUKUH SDN BHD Aliogaz Kukuh Sdn Bhd, was formed to provide Specialised and Professional Engineering Solutions to the oil & gas, petrochemical and refining industries.
Our company is specialized in ex-proof lightings. We provide solutions to all kinds of customers who are working in hazardous locations.
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**KENERGY SDN BHD**

A Petronas Licensed authorised agent for Haskel and BulTech products for Malaysian industries. Haskel is the centre of supply, service and after-system fabrication for all Haskel and BulTech range of products.

**KEVIN STEEL CORP**

In Modern / Kevin Steel, we guarantee the durability and consistent quality of our products. The manufacturing specification provided was detailed to traceability and maintainability, the products perform always as expected.

**KITO ARMATUREN GMBH**

KTO® deflagration, detonation and endurance burningittal protectors are designed and manufactured in Germany according to international safety regulations standards.

**KLAY ENERSOL SDN BHD**

KLAY EnerSol is a leading solutions provider for corrosion under insulation, rethorouh insulation covers, passive fire protection, corogenic insulation, hot insulation, and high temperature solutions.

**KLENCO (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD**

Ultra-High Pressure water blasting equipment of up to 40 000 psi operating pressure for industrial surface preparation, runway and road cleaning, water cutting and hydro demolition for Gas in industries.

**KLUSER LUBRICATION (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD**

High-performance lubricants by Kluser Lubrication ensure higher reallibility, safety operations and longer lifetime of equipment, while extending life intervals and increases efficiency - contributing to your productivity and profitability.

**KM KINLEY MARKETING PTE LTD**

Pneumatic fans - wide range of pneumatic fans - 12” to 24” dia and Anti-static conductive ductings. Also provide explosion-proof LED floodlight.

**KSB MALAYSIA PUMPS & VALVES SDN BHD**

Multistage, between bearers, horizontal high-pressure barrel pump to API 617 BBS Oil & Gas industry - High-pressure pump for upstream and downstream applications - Energy engineering.

**KSB MALAYSIA PUMPS & VALVES SDN BHD**

Lankhorst supplies innovative thick-walled plastic products for offshore and flow lines to meet the most demanding subsea environments. From piggy-bac plates and clamps for laying pipelines and vortex-induced-vibration-suppression-riser- protection to bend restrictors.

**KLONSTAR TRIPLEFAST PTE LTD**

Lonestar Triplfast Private is the regional supply hub for the Lonestar Group’s extensive range of fasteners, gaskets, precision parts and specialist coatings to the Oil, Gas and Power Generation Industries.

**MACROSPEC SDN BHD**

Macropec 5dn ltd supplies stocks of RBB dead valves of all sizes and ratings. TAMAR Jet Pat approved. Please contact us for all your requirements.

**MAK KEE (S) PTE LTD**

DNZV-71 fitting set. Produced fully Complied with EN1444 standard and the results to be supplied along with the offshore containers, bulkels, tanks and cylinder racks since 2006.

**MALAYSIA OIL & GAS SERVICES COUNCIL (MOSC)**

MOSGC, an independent industry association, driven by the services sector of the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry - Designing and promoting the capabilities of the Malaysian Service Providers.

**MAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS MALAYSIA ES SDN BHD**

We are investing all of our energy into creating solutions for low-cost, reliable, and high-quality gas turbines. Why not contact MAN Diesel & Turbo to MAN Energy Solutions. www.man-es.com

**MATCO (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD**

24 years experience supporting the Malaysian Oil & Gas majors; in Valve 24 years experience supporting the Malaysian Oil & Gas majors; in Valve

**MATRIX INNOVATIONS (M) SDN BHD**

Matrix Innovations was founded in 1997 specialising in Industrial Remote Visual Inspections (IRVI), Non-Destructive Testing system and visual testing solutions provided. Since its inception, Matrix Innovations has been a part of customer success. High, we have grown to a team of more than 150 employees with a strong regional reputation of having the largest technical support group in South East Asia specialising in Imaging & Analytical X-Ray Solutions.

**MAUDLIN & SONS MFG CO INC**

Maudlin specialise in the production of various types of shaped springs, g-shaped springs, P-shaped (l-shaped) and helical compression springs, spring band-detached (bag springs, slant coil springs, groove early load and other products.

**MEGALIFT SDN BHD**

Megalift specialises in transporting and lifting oversize and dimensional cargoes by land, air and sea for various industries in Malaysia.

**METAL & VALVES SDN BHD**

Nanjing HuaZhou New Material Co Ltd

**METONMAS METAL SDN BHD**

Steelduct and Nut Protection Caps are corrosion preventive, durable with Cost and Temperature, also easy-fitted and removed. They are made from Aluminium, Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel.

**MICROPACK FIRE & GAS**

A Conventional Group Company

**MICROPACK (ENGINEERING) LTD**

FLAME DETECTION - Trained to protect facilities where fast optical flame detection is critical and fast response is an option. FIRE & GASS MAPPING - Delivering reduced costs, improved safety and project certainty.

**MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES MALAYSIA SDN BHD**

Mitsubishi specialises in the production of the world’s largest manufacturer of energised springs.

**M.T.H CONTROL VALVES CO LTD**

Our nylonic PRV has good quality and competitiveness in Korea and competitiveness of price.

**MOGENS SNAKEHEDER**

A Petronas Licensed authorised agent for MATCO (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

**M.S. METAL & VALVES SDN BHD**

Sickel and Nut Protection Caps are corrosion preventive, durable with Cost and Temperature, also easy-fitted and removed. They are made from Aluminium, Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel.

**MUNTRIP INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES SDN BHD**

We are investing all of our energy into creating solutions for low-cost, reliable, and high-quality gas turbines. Why not contact MAN Diesel & Turbo to MAN Energy Solutions. www.man-es.com

**NEGIE MING SHOE MANUFACTURERS SDN BHD**

Oscar Safety Footwear is a renowned brand, recognised and accredited with BS 13475-1:1993, JKSP/DOSH, etc. Manufactured for large and heavy industries and tender for local and export market.

**NEXT METAL INDUSTRIES SDN BHD**

Next Petroleums is a major player in supplying pipes, fittings, all types of valves, pipe welders, strainers and specials products for any kind of industry. Next Metal Industries is a leading company in downstream Malaysian Oil & Gas.
NORD-LOCK GROUP
The Nord-Lock Group is a global leader in bolting solutions, strengthening public and industrial infrastructures that shape modern living. We pride ourselves on our secure bolting solutions and quality.

OLIASOFAS
Oliasoft is developing Oliasoft WebDesign, a complete web planning software for all engineering covering all required calculations related to web design in a cloud based web application.

PARKBURN PRECISION HANDLING SYSTEMS
At OGA, Parkburn Precision Handling Systems will be promoting its Deep Water Capability. The company has been a trusted supplier of precision handling equipment for the oil & gas industry.

PETROGROUP SDN BHD
In 2013, Petrogroup Sdn Bhd were appointed as a vendor under PETRONAS’ Vendor Development Program (VDP). Since then, the company has expanded its business scope to include the production of fully automatic and semi-automatic equipment for the oil & gas industry.

POLYSCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE SDN BHD
Leading supplier of Safety Equipment in Malaysia ISO 9001:2008 certified, our products & services cover various industries, serving our customers with local presence, years of experience and an excellent reference.

POLYPAQ SDN BHD
PolyPack Sdn Bhd specializes in manufacturing of industrial grade strapping solutions. As one of the leading suppliers of industrial strapping solutions, PolyPack offers professional, reliable, and cost-effective strapping solutions.

PPE MANUFACTURING SDN BHD
Gaston Mille, a premium brand for safety hoses, has for more than 100 years designed and produced the production of each of its models in the field of safety of high-pressure equipment. Gaston Mille is a world leader in the field of safety equipment for the oil & gas industry.

PRODATA ENGINEERING SDN BHD
Prodata was established in 2004, Prodata Engineering Expertise in Pressure Temperature, Level, Flow, Tubing & Fitting kind of instrumentation.

PROTEGO BRAUNSCHWEIGER FLAMMENFILTER GMBH
The in-line detonation flame arresters type PROTEGO® DA-SB are the newest generation of flame arresters.

PT COUPLINGS CO LTD
PT Couplings Co Ltd is a trusted supplier of safety instruments and engineered equipment in the Oil & Gas industry.

OILFIELDS SUPPLY CENTER SDN BHD (OSC)
The hallmark of industry excellence, OSC is committed to strategic partnership with clients through workshop fabrication services, and technical support, we strive to surpass clients’ expectations in gaining a greater market share in the industry.

PT. TEKNOLOGI REKAYASA KATUP (TRK)
TRIK Values: Indonesian manufacturer of special engineered Ball & DBB Valves, floating and trim-in-lever mounted, manual & actuated. Excellent product, engineered-to-order, with a guaranteed after-sales-service.

OLIFIELDS SUPPLY CENTER SDN BHD

OSS SERVICES PTE LTD
OSS Services Pte Ltd is providing a one-stop solution to marine, Oil & Gas, renewables, defence industry. We work with principals worldwide to provide custom and viable solutions to ensure quality and trusted services delivery to our esteemed customers.
GREEN SOLUTIONS INC

GREEN SOLUTIONS INC is an OEM committed to providing innovative and reliable Type 3 & 4 Purge / Preservation Systems, Enclosures, Window Kits and Venturi Cooler Systems.

SAFEHOUSE SDN BHD

The Sani group is focused on safety and delivering exceptional service to its customers. It achieves this with a portfolio of technology-led products and services designed to protect people.

REDEEM SDN BHD

Incorporated since 17th May 2016, Remulti is the exclusive supplier in Malaysia for ALLIANCE Valves Group, the global player in valve manufacturing founded in 1977.
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The Sani group is focused on safety and delivering exceptional service to its customers. It achieves this with a portfolio of technology-led products and services designed to protect people.

RUSTIBUS ENERGY

Our recommended RAMFLITE® is the brand leader in quality portable ventilation as a result of Euroam Safety’s “No Compromise” approach to 100% safety. Our design and manufacturing of high-quality premium components, and tested to meet high standards in performance and safety.
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SWIFT ENERGY SDN BHD
Swift Energy’s IECEx Zone 1 certified Solar Power System is in combination with Battery Charger and BTR TBE, is an ideal stand-alone power solution for PLD/RTOS/CCTV application in remote installations.

T7 GLOBAL BERHAD
T7 Global Berhad will be showcasing numerous products and services from our participating partners/subsidiaries, as well as our latest offer called TRIDENT Production Unit and N2O Offshore Production Unit and Nitrogen Generation model at our booth. Visit us in Hall No. 5 for more info!

TECH-RENALTAS (M) SDN BHD
Tech-Rentalas is the leader in Test & Measurement (T&M) rental market in Malaysia. Singapore, Australia & New Zealand with a wide range of products to meet your rental needs.

TECHNIPFMC
TechnipFMC is a global leader in subsea, onshore/offshore, and surface projects. With our proprietary technologies and production systems, integrated expertise, and comprehensive solutions, we are transforming our clients’ project economics.

TECHHAUS SDN BHD
SALES & RENTAL
TECHHAUS SDN BHD is the leader in Test & Measurement (T&M) rental market in Malaysia. Singapore, Australia & New Zealand with a wide range of products to meet your rental needs.

TIANGONG VALVE GROUP
In 1985, Tiangong Valve Group established in 1985, has more than 30 years’ experience of valve application in remote installations.

TENAGA AMBANG SDN BHD
Teng AGA A M B A N G S D N B H D Tenaga Ambang Sdn Bhd, the authorised distributor of Snap on tools in Malaysia since 2002. We carry the full range of snap on products catering for Oil & Gas, textile, power generation and heavy industry.

TIANTAN ENGINEERING SDN BHD
Tri Tool’s complete line of pipeline, machining, and welding equipment, is building on its reputation for speed, reliability, and safety for onshore and offshore pipeline construction and maintenance. Our commitment to innovation in tooling, equipment, and service is built on decades of experience and coupled with technically competent service and support from the foundation of our business.

TIEME ENERGY SDN BHD
Our core business is Piping Equipment focusing on valve and instrumentation. To date we are mandated as the authorised dealer for various established Korean manufacturers.

TITAN MARITIME SDN BHD
TS Maritime Sdn Bhd is a marine management and shipbuilding company selling ships and offshore vessels with competitive solutions of credit facilities and onsite delivery to any part of the world.

TUHACX SINGAPORE
Tubacex Group provides the widest wall thickness range in the stainless steel & high nickel alloy industry, covering the most demanding requirements in challenging environments.

UNIT CONCEPT SDN BHD
Unit Concept (UCSBD) specialises in providing Engineering, Procurement, Installation and Commissioning (EPC) services to the Oil & Gas industry, and are both API-E1000 and ASME NCC-1 certified.

UNITED LI-IL (M) SDN BHD
The U-LI Group specialises in the production and sales of steel, based cable support systems to meet the support requirements of electrical cables and wiring networks in buildings and structures. Over its 35 years history, the Group’s products were applied in numerous installations, including some of the most iconic structures in the region.

UNIPHOS
Uniphos is one of the largest manufacturers of Gas Detection Devices in India with a wide range of products, certified/tested by various agencie like ATEX, IECEx, TUV, CMRL, BSR, NCL. Uniphos produces intrinsically safe portable monitors and flameproof fixed systems for the detection of several toxic and flammable gases.

UNIVITRONIC
Univitron is one of the leading suppliers of products and services to the Oil & Gas sector, with a focus on quality and customer satisfaction.

THERMAC ENGINEERING SDN BHD
Thermac Engineering Sdn Bhd has established itself as an engineering company, supply and service provider, established in 1990's to meet the growing demand for safety system, expansion joint, torquing equipment, Test & Monitoring equipment, Instrumentation & Control, Corrosion Control, PLC/SCADA systems.

TOS GROUP
TOS Group is a global leader in subsea, onshore/offshore, and surface projects. With our proprietary technologies and production systems, integrated expertise, and comprehensive solutions, we are transforming our clients’ project economics.
A professional NDT company, who have been designing tailor made filter, "customised" filter cartridge. Company owns R&D team who can help customers get better solutions.
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WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS FOR SUPPORTING OGA 2019!

Official Media Partner

**Sapura Energy**

**TechnipFMC**

Supporting Media Partners

Official Hotel

**Traders Hotel**

Supporting Hotels

**Impiana Hotel**

**Grand Hyatt Hotel**
OGA 2019 LUCKY DRAW

Be in the running to win attractive prizes listed below when you visit OGA 2019!

How to enter:
• Provide your business card to receive the entry form
• You are required to collect verification stamps at the lucky draw kiosks located within the exhibition halls before dropping off your entry
• Only completed entry forms with stamps and business cards are eligible

DAILY LUCKY DRAW

DAY 1
• Sony GTX-XB60
• Bluetooth Speaker
• Hotel Vouchers

DAY 2
• Samsung Galaxy Watch
• Hotel Vouchers

DAY 3
• GoPro Hero 7 Silver Edition
• Hotel Vouchers

SPECIAL LUCKY DRAW

FOR PRE-REGISTERED VISITORS ONLY!
• Huawei Nova 4e
• Hotel Vouchers

*Terms and conditions apply

Pre-registration Form
OPEN TO TRADE VISITORS ONLY

Kindly fax this form to +603 9771 2799. You will receive a confirmation letter informing you of your pre-registration code.

Please bring along this code to the "Pre-Registered Visitor" counters located at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC).

Note: If you fail to produce your pre-reg code at the counter, you will be required to register on-site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Tel.</th>
<th>Fax</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>E-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-registration Form

A. Which of these most closely matches your job function?
01 Architect/Draftsman/Designer
02 Chairman/Owner/Director/Supervisor
03 Consultant
04 Corporate/General Management
05 Education/Training
06 Engineering
07 Exploration/Drilling
08 Foreman/Supervisor
09 General Management
10 Geology
11 Government Official
12 Inspector/Tester
13 Maintenance
14 Operations/Plant Management
15 Petroleum Geologist
16 Petroleum Geophysicist
17 Production
18 Project Management
19 Purchasing/Procurement
20 Quality Assurance & Control
21 Research & Development
22 Safety/Environment Management
23 Sales & Marketing
24 Site Supervision
25 Technical Services
26 Welding
27 Others

B. Please tick your company’s main activities.
01 Approval/Testing/Inspection Services
02 Boats & Vessels Services
03 Chemical Plant/Factory Services
04 Construction
05 Distributor/Manufacturer’s Representative
06 Drilling Contractor/Equipment Services
07 Education & Training
08 Engineering Construction & Contracting Services
09 Environmental Protection/Solutions Control
10 Financial Services
11 Geological/Geophysical Services
12 Inspection/Maintenance Equipment
13 LNG/Petrochemical Plant
14 Manufacturer’s Representative/Vendor
15 Marine Support
16 Natural Oil Company/Government Institutions
17 Offshore Platforms/Supplies/Services
18 Oil & Gas Exploration, Production & Distribution
19 Oil & Gas Processing & Refinery
20 Pipelines Operation/Installation
21 Plant Engineering & Construction
22 Process Engineering
23 Project Consultancy
24 Repair Services (including Welding Shops)
25 Research & Development
26 Rig/Fabricator/Operator
27 Security
28 Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
29 Trade Associations
30 Transportation, Storage & Handling
31 Others

C. Please indicate the product & services you are interested in.
01 Chemical Engineering Systems
02 Cleaning Equipment
03 Communications Equipment
04 Computer Systems/Data Management Systems
05 Construction/Engineering Equipment
06 Cryogenic Technology & Equipment
07 Data Acquisition/Processing/Transmission
08 Design & Consultancy
09 Distillation Systems & Equipment
10 Drilling & Downhole Technology
11 Electrical & Lighting Systems
12 Environmental Central Facilities/Equipment & Services
13 Exploration & Production Technology
14 Fixed & Floating Offshore Platforms
15 Furnaces & Industrial Ovens
16 Gas Treatment & Processing
17 Geological, Geophysical & Reservoir Evaluation
18 Global Positioning Systems
19 Gouging Accessories
20 Gridding & Finishing Equipment
21 Heat Exchange Systems
22 Heating/Treating Stress Relief/Heating Equipment
23 Heavy Lifting
24 Inspection/Testing/Quality Control Equipment
25 Instrumentation & Control Systems
26 Laboratory Equipment
27 LNG Technology & Equipment
28 Marine Equipment & Services
29 Material Handling & Storage Equipment
30 Meters, Gauges & Indicators
31 Offshore Well Equipment & Services
32 Oil & Gas Processing Equipment
33 Pipeline Engineering
34 Power Generation
35 Pump & Compressors
36 Recovery Systems
37 Safety & Health Equipment
38 Satellite Image Processing
39 Seismic & Oceanographic Technology
40 Ships, Boats & Vessels Equipment & Services
41 Submerged Arc Welding Equipment & Related Supplies
42 Tankage Fabrication
43 Turnkey Contractors
44 Valves & Fittings
45 Welding Machines & Consumables
46 Others

D. Please tick your main purpose in attending this show.
01 To purchase product
02 To meet new supplier
03 To find new distribution channel
04 To source for the latest market information
05 To source for new equipment & related supplies
06 Others

E. How did you find out about OGA 2019?
01 Banner on the website
02 Email (from OGA 2019)
03 Information received by post (from OGA 2019)
04 Invite from Exhibitor
05 Magazine
06 Previous Attende to OGA 2017
07 Recommended by a Colleague
08 Social Media Network
09 Telemarketing
10 Via a Partner/Association
11 Web Search Engine
12 Others

Deadline:
Fax Pre-Registration : 12 June 2019
Online Pre-Registration : 16 June 2019